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From the Editor
Shorah b'shehmtee
Well, here we are. We've survived the first couple of months of a world without Myst Online. While there
hasn't been too much going on since the closure, the news that HAS happened has certainly been interesting.
One of the key pieces was concerning the possible release of the rights back to Cyan. When it was revealed that
the agreement was due to expire in 2 years, the MOUL forums sprung back to life, with sometimes heated discussions about whether Cyan should attempt to keep Uru going by getting the rights back, or whether it was
better to simply wait for them to expire, and work on other projects in the meantime to build up financial security.
Even more intriguing have been the murmurings from Spokane. It seems that Cyan has been hard at work
trying to get the rights for Uru back from GameTap, in order to run some sort of MOUL server. Chogon, the
current Community Manager (GD is away on vacation), has gone as far as to make statements to that effect on
public forums. While "cautious optimism" is well and truly still in play, it is looking increasingly likely that Uru
will be back in some shape or form, and possibly sooner rather than later Interviews conducted by the Spokesman Review have also indicated that Cyan is looking to utilize User Created Content as a key way of ensuring
Uru's future. Considering that Cyan seemed unsure of allowing explorers to affect the game world during
MOUL, this is really quite a development. While a lot of the discussion about UCC has been limited for legal
reasons, guilds such as the Maintainers and Writers have been developing Ages and environments using various
tools. And I have to say, if these worlds are the future of a new Uru, I think we're in safe hands indeed.
But in me, and I dare say in a lot of readers as well, sits a feeling of distrust. While I'm in no way disparaging Cyan, its almost a case of "fool me once, shame on you, fool me twice, shame on me." Many have made it
clear that they are no longer going to play the waiting game for Uru, simply because not once, but twice now,
have their hopes been raised and then dropped, which is a fair sentiment. How much can one invest in a game
that is consistently on again, off again? Certainly there is no guarantee that a third installment in the tragic saga
that is Uru would survive any more than the first two.
Which, I think, is why a UCC nature is so important to any reincarnation. No longer is the game solely at
the mercy of "merciless" publishers or distributors. No longer is it subject to the ability of one company to produce content. The future of a UCC Uru would really be in the hands of its most valuable asset: its fans. Sure, if
Cyan was to suddenly go bust, we'd probably still be in trouble. But such an Uru could only continue as long as
its fans were there to inhabit it, a situation which is so different to that of MOUL. There, no amount of yelling
by the fans would have changed the eventual outcome. It was out of our hands. But now, the metaphorical
football looks like being passed into our hands, a prospect that is really quite exciting. And at least this way,
even if a 3rd Uru did eventually disappear, at least then we may truly say that Uru couldn't cut it. As it stands, I
think that Uru has yet to live up to its name; a concept of a city, a living breathing community.
But, it may still do so. We'll just have to wait and see.
~Narym
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Contributors
Dr. CrisGer

Whilyam

Journalist

Journalist

Dr CrisGer has been an enthusiastic explorer of URU and MOUL
since 2005 and D'mala shard, and
continues to be fascinated by the
depth and the wonders of the D'ni world and history.
He is in Cavern a ecological archaeologist, focusing
on the wider cultural dynamics of lost civilizations
and their integration with their environments both
created and natural. He is a professional artist in surface life and a CGI games and 3D researcher and
crafter. He enjoys exploring the Cavern with his fellow explorers and on occasion his cat Max and his
friends.

Whilyam found Uru over Christmas of 2004 after getting the demo
version which let you explore the
Cleft. The day after he got the
demo (and solved the Cleft about three times exploring everywhere) he ordered Uru: Complete Chronicles along with realMYST. After exploring the ages
there, he looked around on the various forums and
eventually got into Until Uru. From there, Whilyam
has been involved in the liaison elections in D'mala
and has worked with Kal to attempt to get a central
Guild communication forum open. Most recently, he
has been working on writing several ages.

Hitana
Journalist

Hitana hails from Berlin, Germany's
capital. She joined the Myst community in 2005 but couldn't make it
into the cavern till the summer of
2006. Still, she counts herself as an old stager, especially since she was a Greeter.
As a little side note: Hitana actually started to
speak and write fluent English only through all the
contact with English speaking people she met in the
Cavern. UU / MOUL was, in that way, quite an education for her.
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Szark – Staff Writer, News
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essjay – Advertising

IP, Copyright, and Why do I Care?
With the shut-down of Myst Online: Uru Live, the issue on everyone's lips is that of GameTap and their
rights to Uru. But what rights does GameTap have and what does that mean for Uru?
There are two types of rights that are commonly referred to: Intellectual property rights, and publishing
rights. The intellectual property rights are a broad set of rights covering the works of the mind. They cover topics from an invention's patent to the rights to a book. They are what allows someone to create content under a
certain name or brand. The second type of rights, publishing rights, allow a person or group to publish the creative works covered under intellectual property. They're different from IP rights as they only allow the works to
be published, not created. For example, say you come up with an amazing invention and get it patented. You
then hold both the IP rights and the publishing rights. Now, you know you can't produce your invention fast
enough, manage the work of telling other people about it, and keep working on your next big idea. So you take
your idea to a friend who makes things and give them your patent's publishing rights (usually for some amount
of money). Your friend can now produce your invention and sell it to people while giving you a royalty each
time it is sold.
That's roughly the situation Cyan finds itself in today. GameTap holds the rights to the publication of Uru
Live. Cyan holds the IP rights to Uru Live. This means that only GameTap can distribute Uru, but only Cyan
can actually produce work under that name. Tony Fryman has said that those publication rights expire in two
years, though whether that two years began when Uru was first negotiated for or whether that is how it stands
now is unclear. Currently, Cyan has good ties with GameTap and has said it plans on continuing to make
games. As Cyan started a sister business in game testing while Live was running, they are likely not in the kind
of financial trouble they were when UbiSoft stopped Uru, although some interviews with Rand may suggest
otherwise. Ultimately, however, the future of Uru Live rests with GameTap and when/if they will release the
rights.

Written by Whilyam
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vant piece of information about this world is the significant presence of the Uruites within it.
During a time when many Uruites are dispersing to a
A brief search using the in-game browser will
variety of places, There seems certainly to be one of the
quickly turn up a number of Myst-related groups and
more prominent destinations. NARYM decided to take
places, such as the Guild of Messengers, The Meethis notepad and pen from here to there (pun intended)
ing Place, and even an island featuring various recto see what the fuss was about.
reations of Myst buildings and other icons. In fact, it
seems rather astounding the sheer quantity of recog"Why are those people bouncing around in the
nizable Uru artifacts in There, so soon after the
air?"
game's closure. However, prominent Uru and There
My first thought on entering There was, in retrospect, a rather unflattering one. While I would soon
community member, Shae'ri, notes that Uruites have
been present in There for significantly longer than
find out that that this strange phenomenon was a rethat, saying "It goes back to the
sult of There's streaming content
meeting my capped internet
beginnings of There almost, that
There
Uruites have been a force of culconnection, that first sight of
Fee: Free (or one-time $9.95 payment
ture here."
There seemed to me to be a
for full membership)
Certainly, a great many Uruites
rather strange one.
URL: www.there.com
Uru contact: Taelos
However, as I spent more
joined There during its beginnings after Uru Live's first clotime in the game world, saw the
sure, with community members being involved in
sights, and (sigh) waited for the rest of the content to
load, it became evident what a massive, and freseveral non-Uru related activities and groups. However, many of these people have made it clear that,
quently amazing, world existed in There. Not only
after that day in 2004, it was hard to leave Uru bethat, but also scattered throughout There's many locales were a great many Uruites, who'd already
hind. "It was so painful, I can't even begin to describe it," said Uru refugee Susanszy. "I had lost my
made There something of a second home.
brother to an unexpected blood clot and had found
There was opened in October 2003, during the
refuge in URU Online. Then it was over."
time of Uru's original prologue. Since then, it has
slowly grown, reaching its present size of around 1
One of the main allures of a world like There is,
of course, that you can play it for 'free'. While you
million members. However, probably the most rele-

Anyone in There ?
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need to pay to get full functionality, and need to
able to affect the game world. After the closure of
make micro transactions for things like special
UU, the inability to create items and edit the enviclothes, items, etc, you can still access the world, talk
ronments came as a bit of a blow. Taelos notes that,
to people, see the sights, and make friends without
"During the UU era, some of us had a taste for makhaving to pay a cent. For a community looking for a
ing content in the Uru spirit as part of the H'uru and
place to call home, it made an attractive option.
other projects. I feel many were disappointed that
However, at
MO:UL closed
least initially,
the door to bemany felt that
ing able to do
There would
this." There, in
simply serve as a
contrast, is custemporary reftomizable to the
uge, with Nema
extreme. Players
saying that "I
can model their
have never
own items, oblooked at it as a
jects, structures,
substitute but a
etc, and then
continuity of
purchase them,
community." Of
to add to the
course, several
game world.
years have come
They can even
Gateway to Uru Island in There
and gone bepurchase their
tween when
own plots of
many Uruites set up their roots in There, and the
land using the in-game currency, Therebucks, and
current day. While most returned for Until Uru, and
do with it what they will. Character customization is
then the re-release of MO:UL, many also decided to
also more robust than MO:UL, with players even
'keep a finger in both pies', so to speak, by remainbeing able to start their own fashion lines, products
ing active members of both the Uru and There
of which can be worn by player characters, or
communities. Now, with the future yet again uncer'Toons'.
tain, maybe have decided that regardless of
But, for Uruites, much of this content is utilized
MO:UL's return (or lack thereof), There will remain
for a different reason. As MystDee points out, "There
at least 'a' home, if not 'the' home. As Susanszy said,
does not compare to Uru, it is very different, but the
"Even if URU came back, I'd stay in There - I would
main draw is the people and I have enjoyed designbe in both."
ing and building Myst/Uru environments here, to
The complementary nature of these two worlds is
make it feel like home."
something to note. Many of the people interviewed
This is what really seems to be the crux of the
stated that while There was incomparable to Uru in
matter: a reconstruction of many of the things which
many respects, particularly in terms of design and
made the Myst Universe recognizable. Even though
the "intense" graphics, there were several other asthis community now exists in a completely different
pects in which There may 'have one' over Myst Onworld, they still carry that essence of Uru around
line.
with them, even going so far as to painstakingly recOne of the key criticisms leveled at the Myst Onreate many objects from the Myst universe. A T-shirt
line reincarnation was that the community was unI wore during my time in There read, "The Bahro
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are my friends – and they don't like you very much,"
a reference to the creatures from Uru that can link.
Likewise, the "links" to Myst Online can also be
found in abundance.
However, many have said that, while customization is all well and good in There, most would rather
not see such rampant editing present in Uru's decidedly more focussed design aesthetic. Mystdee says, "I
think it might not have been as good for Uru as it is
here... Uru is so beautiful I am afraid user created
content might have spoiled it some." By the same
token, some feel that allowing some level of User
created content in Uru may have lent it more long
term playability, as Essjay notes: "I think Uru should
adopt some of the aspects of user created items or
even 'Ages' in the game. Even though those ages
may not be up to the standard of the "Ages" Cyan

share in common is that both worlds, Uru and
There, have provided what was necessary to bring a
community together, and then keep that community
together indefinitely. "That which we call Uru has
become the community of Uru. We want to be in
such places which facilitate continuity of our community," says Taelos, a fact that is very evident
amongst the Therian Uruites. And with There's wide
range of activities and features, they are well placed
to maintain the spirit of Uru in their world.
And, as always amongst Uruites, that spirit was
constantly evident in my time with them in There.
Yes, even when I raucously (and no doubt irritatingly) claimed to be bouncing. They were all happily
sitting around a table, experiencing no problems
whatsoever, but still they had the patience to wait for
my minor hiccups to subside. Before I'd even had a

A collection of memorials to lost Uru friends and family

created, let's not forget that when the D'ni Writers
were learning the craft of "writing" they made some
pretty miserable and often dangerous new worlds."
But in either case, certainly There has filled a
void left by MO:UL's departure, and even managed
to provide some things that Uru was simply never
able to provide us with. However, one thing both
The Archiver - tctarchiver.com - 7

chance to ask my questions, I already knew that in
There a community of Uruites lived on; a community in possession of all the qualities that made Uru
great.
Written by Narym
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Back Through the Ages:
Eder Kemo
After the hot and pretty deserted areas of sisterAge Eder Gira, Eder Kemo is really quite refreshing,
once you have a chance to explore it. The first impressions, however, are of grey walls, wind, and of
dark and light clouds passing rapidly through the
sky. There is the feeling that it could rain soon.
Passing beyond a bridge, once can finally see
into the garden itself: A lush green area with huge
trees, a fountain,
benches and a
pavilion to rest in,
viewing the environment around.
On the walls behind the benches
are a series of
pictures known as
Bahroglyphs.
They have been
interpreted by
many explorers
and seem to tell
stories of the
Bahro and their views on certain things.
There are many more of these all throughout the
garden. For example, there are some on the walls
next to a metal door; a door that can only be opened
by solving the puzzles in Gira and Kemo .
You can then move into yet another area, filled
with many interesting things to see and experience.
The so called "brain trees" are most striking. Their
huge crowns are pink, purple and blue with a structure that makes them look like brains. Around the
slopes hanging down from them, swarms of fireflies
huddle together.
At some parts of the wall are huge insects that
look like scorpions. These are frequently referred to
as "Keanulint" because of their likeness to the nasty
bug that entered Keanu Reeves' bellybutton in "The
Matrix".
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Under an arch in the middle of the garden, several ways part. One leads to a strange, hovering and
turning sculpture which doesn't seem to have a purpose, and which explorers are uncertain of. Some
think its form is similar to that of a Bahroglyph showing a higher Guildsman of D'ni, so the sculpture
could be an artistic representation of that Guildsman.
The other way leads to plants that spray spores.
There is also another resting place under a lantern
and the second pavilion. By this stage, the weather
has no doubt changed and a heavy rain falls (that
cover was well
placed, it seems).
We see another
side to Eder Kemo: one of rain,
lightning and
thunder as well.
A book lies nearby, almost asking
explorers to solve
its 'riddle'. The
book contains the
story of King
Shomat, the King
who, it seems,
wrote these garden ages. This book could maybe
also tell the history of Eder Kemo. It's still unclear if
the garden age in the story is Kemo but if so, it
would mean that the age was once inhabited by intelligent creatures (possibly Bahro?) that were killed
by Shomat.
In a pond at the end of the Age is the explanation
for the name of Kemo. It's the name of the fish
swimming in the pond. Both the pond with its water
lilies and the colorful fish are very beautiful, with the
sight being an almost meditative experience. The
question then is, would you exchange that now for a
bunch of heat and dust? Well, feel free to use the
Linking Book in the cave, to head back to Eder Gira!
Written By Hitana

The Explorer: Age Journals
Part 1

By: Jeff Wise

These are my journals… My record of the paths I've taken, and the connections I've shared with these fabulous places. It begins… It felt so
strange – the calling. The Uru begins; that deep city…
I remember arriving in the desert and feeling that hot sun beat on the back of my neck. The
moment Jeff Zandi saw me approach his trailer with a backpack and a flashlight, he knew
why I had come. I wasn't the first to make this journey. Like the others, I felt drawn to the
Cleft...
I had so many notes in my bag; all the texts I could get my hands on, and all my internet
research on the D'ni culture and language. I felt ready, then, but now that I've seen more of
the vast cold chambers of stone, I realized how emotionally and mentally unprepared I
was...
Yeesha… the Journey… The Least… The Restoration… The Bahro… It all meant something important, but it was
something that I simply couldn't fully understand.
But was I being used? Yeesha speaks of the D'ni in such negative terms. She speaks of opulence, pride, cruelty, secrecy, arrogance, and greed. Yet
these were the traits I would never have associated with the majestic crafters of the D'ni caverns. Part of me felt as though I was being manipulated, and that made me uneasy.
Still, I would be there now. I stood in the humming cage of metal that was the Nexus gateway system that the D'ni had devised, awaiting my
link to the deep city, the ancient Uru, the great caverns of the D'ni. With a sense of tremendous warmth and honor, I touched my hand to the
panel of the Nexus book, and linked to the Ferry Terminal of D'ni. I was going to see Kerath's Arch, firsthand…
~Jeff Wise, D'ni Explorer

D'ni - Harbors and Kerath's Arch
That familiar tingling sensation enveloped his body again. Over the last several hours, Jeff felt himself growing used to the feeling. One thing he couldn't get used to, however, was his first breathtaking view of each new
age he linked to. And now he was in D'ni.
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The size and beauty of it nearly knocked him
down. He stood on a stone dock the size of several football fields. On and on it stretched,
webbed with tiny cracks and holes. Debris littered some of the more open parts of the dock
way, and many of the remaining boats were
capsized or filled with water. Several large
boulders that must have fallen from the cavern
roof partly obscured a massive stone staircase
that Jeff could see leading back up to the city.
Stretched before him was the vast harbor of
D'ni. For being underground, seeing a body of
water as massive as the D'ni Lake truly humbled one. This place, this cavern, was three miles below the surface. Three miles!
He walked towards the edge of the water and lightly kicked a small piece of stone into the lake. There
wasn't the usual smell you'd expect from a stagnant-looking lake, either. Jeff was most surprised to discover that
the cavern didn't really smell much at all. Everything seemed so well ventilated. Even after everything he had
read, he'd always expected the D'ni caverns to be at least a little dank.
Behind him were the stone steps that would lead up to the other areas of the city, and to Tokotah Alley. It
was quite a climb, but that's why he came here, wasn't it? To explore!
Although the stairwell was difficult to traverse because of the fallen stones and debris, the upper marketplace buildings were in surprising shape. Other pathways branched off from here, and Jeff knew that one of
these would lead to the great Library; a definite
site he'd want to visit.
To his left was a little tent and outpost set up
by the DRC. They had been here already, of
course, and had erected a small sign reminding
all travelers to link to Gahreesen for their KI, a
small "cell phone" like device named after the
D'ni numeral for "3". An arrow beneath the
announcement pointed towards a linking
chamber that apparently housed a book that
linked to the Maintainers' Age. Pausing for a
moment, he took a small water bottle from his
pack and stopped here to rest, sitting on another piece of rubble made from cool stone that likely had been a bench for another explorer
at some point. There was so much to explore here, and Jeff grinned eagerly, anxiously awaiting the many incredible places he'd be visiting soon...
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The 15th Annual Truly Horrilble(sic) Ahnonay Poetry
Contest
Ahnonay. An Age of beauty, wonder, and frequent frustration. In the interests of combining two or more seemingly
unrelated elements together, MOUL forumite Nyrphame decided to start a horrible poetry contest, focused (but also
sometimes not) on the phenomenon that is Ahnonay. The Archiver, in collaboration with Nyrphame, will reprint here,
in a continuing series, a selection of the most Vogon-like poetry you will see this side of insanity.

WARNING: May cause ear bleeding if read aloud.
Ode on the Mammoth Statue of Kadish,
Weighing Over 7000 Tons
(with apologies to James McIntyre (1827-1906).
I have seen thee, King of Dome,
Looming tall in your dark home,
You make me feel small as a gnome
Or roaches on my linoleome.
I search your Age with fine-tooth comb
I leap from dome to dome to dome
I paw through journal and old tome
And swim across the fake sea foam.
And when I've reached your dusty home
To steal the shirt you left alone
And use that (CENSORED) Bahro stone,
You'll hear my awful Kadish pome...
AND LIKE IT.

I had no intention of swimming or running
It was a day to relax, just eating and sunning
To be forced to swim, then, came as a shock
Have you seen me do it? I swim like a rock!
But I was not beaten, I still had quab-cunning
Though my plans were all ruined because of this moron
I made a new plan, one to torment and pour on
As much mental pain and angst as I could
The plan was revenge: Oh, this would be good!
He would HATE Ahnonay as his stay simply wore on
Just below the surface, just out of sight
I lurked and I waited till the moment was right
I laughed to myself as the goof and his friends
Counted and counted and counted again
Trying to make dark every wretched blue light
After hours of failure and no further along
His horde all went back to wherever they belong
Alone and depressed, my foe now defeated
Muttered to himself constantly, a phrase oft repeated
"How the heck can a quab still be here? This is wrong!"

By Belford

So there I was, all set to stay
Out in the sun and play all day
When out of nowhere once again there appeared
A big, brutish lout with hat and beard
Who chased all my fun and my plans away
He ran hither and thither, then for no good reason
Invited others like him to help spread his diseasin'
They all were obnoxious and mentally thick
I even had one poke my eye with a stick!
Then splash! In the water! (Which was really quite freezin')

At last! At long last he finally departed
Victory was mine! I finished what HE started!
I climbed atop a rock, and started to dance
With only one good eye, I could see he had no chance
To solve the mystery of this pla . . . AAAAAAAAHHHHH!!!
SPLASH!

By Tyr-anun
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Myst online is at an end,
but what of Kadish, our old friend?
Surely he would like a say
if he wasn't dead and much decayed.

Ah, the Starry Expanse of Ahnonay,
Where the starry-eyed lovers play
Picnicing on wine and cheese
And would you pass the crackers please?

He wrote an Age, one so grand,
that he couldn't simply let it stand.
He built a contraption to make it spin,
and show us it's history from start to end.

One thing leads to another
and did you remember to bring some covers?
Lo, we will find passions embrace,
if I could just untie this * shoelace.

And then because he wasn't sane,
he made us link again and again,
until we were so sick of linking
that a lot of us started drinking.

And as our starry lovers kiss
there's just one thing that they have missed
that that next step is a doozy
and looking down will make you woozy

We kick the quabs, we break the trees,
we float through space, where there is no breeze.
And then we try to go to four,
and find out we cannot go more.

With one steamy roll they leave the ground
and discover it's a looooong way down.
The news by KI is quickly spread
Making out in Ahnonay will leave you

We get some help, and reach the fourth,
A statue of Kadish we unearth.
Our friend linked away as it turned,
and we search Kadish's office for what we earned.
I solved Ahnonay, and I feel hurt,
for all I got was this lousy Pub shirt.
By Zimt

I've got a big bunch of quabs here
I'm gonna put them in my mouth.
I'm gonna run around Ae'gura on closing day
Everybody will look at me and say
He's got a mouth full of Quabs.
By Doug Parker

By Eleri

Kicking Quabs
Before you go and kick them guys
I think you all should know
that they are agents in disguise,
the ones who run the show.
They keep a count
of who's around.
Below the brink
they feign to sink
and all the while they never blink.
Can you not see!?
Their eyes are three!!
Good grief! They're GameTap logos!
By EthanEver
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What grandious mysteries will arise
'neath these strangely dome-shaped skies
while quabs try quabbing amidst my thighs (kick)
in the Age of Ahnonay.
The grass be green, the water wet,
the clock in the middle with time not set,
How shall to that tower will I ever get
in the Age of Ahnonay.
The grass doth be gone, the sky is drab,
the crystillian trees do tinkle quite fab,
though not as much fun as kicking a quab
in the age of Ahnonay.
Now Lo! and What Ho! the vastness of space,
of crystillian, crustation, tis nary a trace,
I'm surprised to find air flowing in and out of my
face
in the age of Ahnonay.
Behold uber-secret the Sphere of Construction
nothing quite finished, nothing quite function.
And yes, I know function don't rhyme with contstruction
in the Age of Ahnonay.
A verse did begin for the purpose of beginning
a verse for each sphere to keep you all grinning,
now a verse at the end, at least this ain't Russian
Singing
in the Age of Ahnonay.

Just one more thing I have to say:
I'm glad they are not plastic.
Ahnonay, oh Ahnonay.
I'm lost in space, but I'm okay.
I'm breathing? <shrug> I'm on my way,
To trip the light fantastic.
Ahnonay, oh, Ahnonay.
I grab a friend along the way,
It worked! I'm in! Hoorah! Hooray!
(I'm quite enthusiastic.)
Ahnonay, oh Ahnonay.
I walk, I sit, I ride away.
Wheeee! This is fun. I have to say,
I swear I'm not sarcastic.
Ahnonay, oh Ahnonay.
I leave, I'm back, but what the hey!
Is Kadish wearing a toupee?
Was he iconoclastic?
Ahnonay, oh Ahnonay.
These verses have been so cliche.
My thoughts spill out in disarray.
I guess I should just slink away,
'Fore I become bombastic.
By Leighana

By Cuzinjohn

Ahnonay, oh, Ahnonay.
I kicked some quabbies in the bay.
Why they come back, I cannot say.
They must be masochistic.
Ahnonay, oh Ahnonay.
Smash crystal trees along the way.
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Lighthouse blues

I Cannot Elephant

I see the lights, I see no door
What good is a doorless lighthouse for?

I am a quab
I can scurry left and right
I can also jump but not with great height
I can go forward too
Nevertheless, there are many things which I cannot
do
Like operate that stapler when there are more than
20 pages
or use the telephone when it's plugged into the
world's widest word
or wash the dishes with a spoon
or get the last bit of ketchup out from the bottom of
that gelatin bookshelf
or turn the light off with seven plain feathers
or disentangle a paperclip
or write a poem
I jump into the water because I cannot elephant

I climb the steps, I bang on the wall:
"Anyone in? Can you hear me call?"
A clothe, if touched, briefly glows.
Hmmm. How stupid! Couldn't he think of doorknobs?, doorbells? arrows to tell you where to go
next??!!!!
I link through the book in utter disgust.
I'll go somewhere else if I must.
Ugh! Mist! And thunder and breaking trees!!
Has the man gone mad, do tell me please?!
I end up on a floating rock in space...
Another glowing cloth!!! What's it doing here? Ain't
no place to hang your laudry to dry!
Upset and dismayed I Relto myself
and touch one of those figures on a page on the shelf
and Lo and Behold I'm INSIDE the lighthouse
trapped like a stupid stupid stupid mouse!
I climb but can't even peek through the holes!
What a useless lighthouse!
Better go back and kick rocks on my Relto.
And
By EthanEver

His robes are red
His ages, kind of blue
When he dreamed up his lies
He was sniffing glue.
By JWPlatt
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By Dahn

This contest used to be worth doing;
The poems were horrilble indeed.
Now they're just a pile of quap.
Who did this foul deed?
Nyrphame!
That name
Causes me to shudder.
You're the one who catapultEd this contest into insult,
And stupidness utter.
Everything is all your fault!
Those with good bad poEtry are ridiculed, you know,
The worthless ones exaltEd. I know that I am far
Superior to you.

You wrote how many? Two?
My poems better are.
You make observations
About every blasted thing.
You don't want me to sing
My songs from other nations.
When I write a piece
That is low enough for you,
You say "A ghost! Boo-hoo!"
You say that I should cease.
When I respond, you start
Saying 'twas an entry.
It wasn't meant to be poetry;
You'd know that if you were smart.
You can't even spell "Flathead" right!
You're a disgrace to us all!
You sit on your squishy nerfball,
A dictator, not poemwright.
For that, I will depose
You from your judge's seat,
Take the power from under your feet,
Your authority to oppose.
I judge myself to be the best
Of all the competition.
Okay, make an edition:
I meant the worst in this contest.
I dare you to defy me!
Your words will no more vex!
I too can use bold texT! What's more, my words are rhymey!
Everyone else did rather well.
(Or badly. This is so confusing.)
With the rules that I am using
T'others' poems are quite swell.

Begone, Nyrphame! Return no more!
Kenen GorObay.
Obey!
By Gorobay

Ahonnay Hates Me
Wandering around
too bored to play,
I found a place
Called ahonnay,
now i just want
to get away:
I chase the qwabs
they run all day
I cant catch any
They all laugh......
And run away.
I lost the book
To link me out
I'm real messed up
No one's about....
I try once more
to get away
But end up Lost
In Space all day......
I've tried to swim
I run and jumpBut always end up
Back in this dump
I hate the door
I knock in vain
I scratch and claw,
And fail again......
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So when they turn
The lights all out....
I'll still be here
I have no doubt.
I'm glad everyone
All has such fun....
In Ahonnay,
I've just begun.
And when i get
a cloth or two
I can't get past
the Dock thats blue.
The door is shut
I can't break in,
So I'll just quit now,
And You all win!
By CrisGer

Quab Couplets for the Dear Departed
Cutie quabs, all quiet and quick,
so many of you makes me sick.
When I arrived the place was yours
but now you're blocking all the doors.
Into the drink you all must go,
so I the other side may know.
To watery home each of you flees,
to be replaced by crystal trees.
Forgive me, oh my quabbie friends,
I knew not what 't'would be your ends.
Your eyes and legs have given way,
to branching gemstones here to stay.
In quiet grace they stand and glisten;
though touching them will make you listen.
But crack and tinkle's not as fun,
as scamping quabbies on the run.
By Stevejos
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Winners Circle
Every competition needs to have a winner, even
competitions where the aim is to be as dreadfully awful
as you can. And there was but one person who was
able to write something so horrendous that you simply
had to vote for her. Here are a few examples of the
winner's/loser's poetry, that winner being: HITANA! -Dishonourable mentions: Gorobay, Eleri, Moeity Jean,
Corvus, and JWPlatt (Flathead Prize Winner)

What you forgot
You never cut the grass
or poked a little quab.
You never threw a stone
at the meter or laid in Kadish's
bed.
You never drank the water
or caught one of the stars.
You never got a bit of mist
in a little
glass.
You never climbed the statue
and sprayed it a moustache.
You never kicked mad Kadish
in his vogon
arsch.
You never liked Ahnonay
because it simply was a pain.
But you can't stop writing horrilble poems
about it
again
and again
and again...

The Quabs strike back
"Be careful friend, the quabs are angry these days!"
but he just laughs and walks aways.
Then to Ahnonay he came
the quabs looked like the same,
but when he approached them they just
stood and stare.
He started feeling creepy
in the bright glare.
Then all together they jumped into the water.
It steamed and blew
then a monster quab came out,
to kick the explorer off the ground!

Ahnonay I love thee
Well, apart from all the water
that makes me so damn wet.
And except of all the quabbies
which are almost crimson red.
Apart from all the ning trees
which were a waste of space.
Except the misty mistthat really has no grace.
Apart from all the link and spin
that makes my heady turn.
Except dull space
you really weren't worth a journ'!
But yeah, apart from all that
I love you Ahnonay!
You made my day
craizay.
Olé!

Ode to everything that makes Ahnonay so
special, except for the quabs coz they have
been mentioned before
Water, water you rush around.
I'm getting deaf from all the sound
and by the meter I am bound
to kick the quabs all off the ground.
Ning tree, ning tree you are so blue.
You shine so bright as you were new
and I was happy when I knew,
that with a touch you just blew.
Space oh space you are so dark.
Can't hear a little doggy bark
can't even see a singing lark.
I think I go back into the park.
Sphere oh sphere you turn and turn.
From all the running my feet really burn.
This is a very horrible journ',
and I don't think that I will ever return.
Statue, statue there you stay,
and you will never go away,
and I just think that Kadish was gay,
for he wrote such an ahnoying age to stay.

To the honor of Paula Nancy Millstone Jennings
The dead quabs lay in the stagnant water.
They lay. They rotted. They turned
Around occassionally.
Bits of flesh dropped off them from
Time to time.
And sank into the water's mire.
They also smelt a great deal.
Long live Douglas Adams!
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up with the progress, as much as the NDAs will
allow. The Blog entries are posted periodically to
reveal some very open personal memories and experiences: some good, some sad and some of frustration. These entries are taken from Adrian's and Patrick's personal journals which were not posted in
chronological order. This led to some Myst fans
thinking that it was another puzzle to be solved.
Talking of puzzles, while compiling this article I
came across, where Adrian revealed that he was in
Last time we reported on the Myst Movie back in
Archiver #11, it was at the stage where the website
fact "Linking_Lady" who first put the Myst Movie
had turned from a puzzle into an informative site.
post on the Uru Obsession forums (check it out
here), and that he was also responsible for creating
This movie venture, named Project Passage, is
spearheaded by
the ciphers for the
Patrick A. McInpuzzle side of the
site. To quote
tire and Adrian
P a u l V a n d e rAdrian, "It's a little
bosch, the Mysteaggravating that
riacs. Adrian and
it's taking me, on
average, about
Patrick are looking like they won't
four to five hours
settle for a low
to develop these
encryptions, and
budget flick, but
rather a major
about two hours
Mysteriacs
Adrian
and
Patrick
motion picture
for the fans to
that will still have
solve them. I want
to hate them, but I'm pretty impressed with their rethe same level or Artistry and Integrity that we all
love about the Myst series.
sourcefulness. Myst has taught them well".
Adrian says, "THIS IS NOT A VIDEO GAME
Let's start with some history - going back to 1994,
when Patrick got his first copy of Myst. We then
MOVIE! 'Myst' is far more than a simple video
game. It has a rich and detailed lore from which we
jump to September 2003 where Patrick enters an
are drawing. Calling this project a video game movie
UbiSoft Myst Essay competition. Three days before
Christmas, Patrick's prize arrived from UbiSoft; it
is instantly putting the kiss of death on it as far as I
am concerned. We are making a film that is adapted
was the Myst 10th Anniversary edition box set. The
from a novel". Rand Miller CEO of Cyan had this to
arrival of this prize would be a pivotal moment for
say in his Foreword on the Myst Movie website:
both of them.
Adrian's introduction to Myst on the other hand
"And here's the fun part - You've been invited to
witness and be involved in the process - to be an inwas a little different to Patrick's. It was in 1999 when
timate part of a journey to accomplish the impossiAdrian purchased the Book of D'ni which was subsequently misplaced whilst moving house. So, he
ble. We'll all be part of every step that Adrian and
Patrick take along the way!"
never got to read it, however he did get to play the
They have provided this site, which now has a
first two Myst games. His next encounter with Myst
was on that pivotal Boxing Day of 2003 when he
blog style look, so we can make comments and keep

Myst Movie Update
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paid Patrick a visit. Both of them sat down to play
Exile and after a while Patrick said "I really want to
make the movies for this," to which Adrian replied,
"I really want to see you make these movies too".
This idea stuck with Adrian until the following January when he picked up his pen and started to write.
With a few strokes of the pen, Adrian came up with
an idea called "Passage to K'veer" a short film to
show Cyan their capabilities. With some discussion,
Passage to K'veer was scrapped and they decided to

Since January this year there have been a flood
of posts from Patrick and Adrian revealing more
about themselves and the project. It is interesting to
note that the Mysteriacs have something in common
with Cyan, as they both have had humble beginnings. Cyan started out in a garage, whereas the
Mysteriacs started in a Midwest basement and we
know how it turned out for Cyan. It just goes to
show that passion and determination can get you a
long way. Adrian and Patrick have asked us, the

go with an animatic movie trailer style format instead.
Over the next two years, with help from Ryan
and Matt, they made a presentation DVD to show
Cyan that the Mysteriacs did indeed had the talent
and drive to make a Myst based movie. By November 2005 the presentation was complete and was sent
off to Cyan. Patrick recalls; "It is nestled inside its
little book box and it's on the way to Spokane. And
now, all there is left to do is shake". The next couple
of years of hard work, dedication and communication brought this news from Cyan: "Hey Guys, read
through the 'scriptment' and I really liked it! Got me
very excited - great job! I would just love to see this
movie! (yeah, I'm biased, I know) I have only a couple of comments at this point: (comments deleted to
protect sensitive information) Anyway, those are just
two small points in the whole process that will inevitably involve much more weeping and gnashing of
teeth Again, great job! -Rand"

Myst community, to spread the news far and wide.
The official press release went out at the end of
April. Click here to see the official text of the web
release. Since then there have been a number of articles done, with the most recent one coming from
1up.com. In this interview Adrian commented that
two thirds of the script had already been written, and
that he would like to be on set in two years. Adrian
says "Whether or not that's going to happen is going
to depend on what kind of response we get from
studios and the development process. It's going to be
awhile."
A while, maybe. But perhaps well worth the wait.
To spread the news is to multiply it.
Szark
Pictures courtesy of Mystmovie.com
Written By Szark
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Looking at the Whole
While MO:UL is now officially closed, we can still look back on the events of that time with fondness. Our intrepid
reporter SZARK was there during some of the final events to take place in MO:UL; the Puzzler's presentation, and two
Bahro Glyph Tours...

Back in February 2008 - the 23rd and 24th to be precise - I had the opportunity to attend two explorer organized events; one being a Puzzlers presentation and the other was the second to last Bahro Glyph tour. I felt
very lucky that I had been given the chance to attend these events before the cavern closed. Stay with me and
over the next 3 issues of The Archiver I will be sharing some of what I had learnt. So let's start with the first
event of that weekend, the Puzzlers.

The Puzzlers
The Puzzlers are a group of explorers who have dedicated themselves to look into and study the bigger picture that is the D'niverse, the Whole if you like. I didn't know what to expect from the Puzzlers as I hadn't read
up on their first presentation, "Seeing the Unseen", held last November. I didn't want to have any preconceptions and I thought I would just go with an open mind. Not reading the first one was not, as it turned out, a major problem when it came to understanding this latest lecture. Phew! Their first lecture was based on the Bahro
and their connection with the Tablet in End of Ages. Also, they described a possible connection between the
Bahro and the art of linking.
The 23rd finally came and I was ready for my first lecture. At 8.45 am KI time I made a series of links to
Thend's Bevin for the "We the D'ni" - Puzzlers Presentation Series #2. The presentation was hosted by Dudemon with UberThend & DeAn providing footnotes; ten minutes in and I was riveted to the auditorium floor as
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these three puzzlers proceeded to unfold a series of theories, founded on quoted
research projects from all around the world and the cavern.
To describe the lecture as briefly as I can, it started with the Ronay (D'ni)
leaving Garternay, their home world and then moving onto King Ri'neref. It was
suggested that King Ri'neref planned for the future by surreptitiously letting a
number of D'ni go up to and stay on the surface of earth: To integrate into and
maybe influence the human civilizations of old. We could surmise that the only
possible time that this could have happened was when the cavern's ventilation
shafts and fans were being installed.
The next part of the lecture covered the theory of the D'ni on the surface.
Here comes the science bit and a look into how and what the Puzzlers based
their findings on. The group found research into human DNA by Hans Eiberg
from the Department of Cellular and Molecular Medicine at the University of
Copenhagen. To quote the associate professor: "The mutation occurred between
6,000 and 10,000 years ago, so before then, there were no blue eyes. Originally,
we all had brown eyes". (Source) "From this we can conclude that all blue-eyed
individuals are linked to the same ancestor. They have all inherited the same
switch at exactly the same spot in their DNA", Hans Eiberg said. We could deduce that genetically speaking blue eyes in humans only began through a genetic 'mutation' around the time the first D'ni made it to the Surface. In more
recent times the D'ni eyes were later noted as 'pale', but that was only after millennia of living underground. To add more weight to their overall theory, another piece of research was quoted; that of Hillary Mayell. This looked at statistics in the human genome by studying the Y-chromosome. It showed that
Genghis Khan, who lived almost 1,000 years ago, passed his genetic lineage to
around 8 percent of men living in the former Mongol Empire. This translates
into about 0.5 percent of the world's male population, or roughly 16 million descendants that are living today.
Consider this if you will: taking these findings into account, the D'ni were on
the surface for about 10,000 years, and it would be safe to say that more than
one D'ni ventured up to the surface. This gave us an insight to the Calling or the
Call: This broached the subject of the calling we all have, well some of us, to the
cavern. Put simply, are we drawn to all things D'ni because we have D'ni blood
running through our veins? After pondering these interesting theories, I returned
to my Relto to relax, watch the fireflies, and wait for the next event of the day.
There are none so blind as those, that will not see.
Szark
Presentation #1
Presentation #2

Written By Szark
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TH E G UILD H A LL
The Guild of Maintainers
Here at The Archiver, we're an excitable bunch. Anything we hear from the Guilds about what they're doing
has us dancing around with glee. So you can imagine our
delight when WHILYAM gave us this in-depth interview
with all of the Guildmasters of the Guild of Maintainers!

Q: For those new to Uru, what do the Maintainers do?
A: Nynaveve: IC, the Maintainers function as a
type of safety force for the Cavern at large. We are
responsible for being the first to enter new Ages,
check their safety and composition to be sure they are
safe for public consumption, and also to continue to
monitor approved Ages on a regular basis to ensure
stability. OOC, the Maintainers function as bug testing
for the Guild of Writers, thoroughly inspecting their
Ages to find any bugs or issues so the Writer can correct them.
Jishin: We do a lot of things! I once heard the
Maintainers described as a "jack of all trades" guild,
and that really has turned out to be true. Of course,
our primary work right now is inspecting fan-created
Ages, both OOC and IC. This is going really well! But
we also have a lot of other irons in the fire. We've got
the Books of Commentary wiki, which anyone can
add to, which are designed for IC commentary on all
Ages. We hope someday to turn these Books of
Commentary into material available in Uru. We're
assisting the Guild of Writers with updating and improving the Uru Library Manager for Uru: CC. We're
working on creating a stable presence in There as an
alternative to meeting on Uru until we have access to
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the Cavern again. We're also working on our own
Age, Zephyr Cove. Before the Cavern was closed, we
also had some projects that were directly linked to the
Cavern. We were hoping to work on safety issues
within the Cavern itself via the Cavern Repair project.
Additionally, we wanted to experiment with the Great
Zero to see if we could restore it to the full functionality it had in the days of the D'ni. Sadly, both of those
projects are shelved for now, but we hope to return to
them when we return to the Cavern.
Dot: The guild mission is: To Protect and Serve
the Community, throughout the Cavern and Ages.
Andy's paragraph is also worth quoting from -- the one
Jishin mentioned in the leaders' meeting: "A Maintainer is someone who is willing to HELP. A Maintainer is someone who is willing to see if something
works. A Maintainer is someone who can keep a level
head. A Maintainer is someone that listens, and respects the other guilds' rules and wishes. A Maintainer
is a person who cares enough about the community
that they are willing to DO something for the community. Even with [the Cavern] shut down, a Maintainer
is someone who never, ever gives up hope."
Q: How do you, as a Guild, go about maintaining an age?
A: Nynaveve: We have two ways to Maintain Ages
at this time. The first is upon special request of the
Writer. He or she may come to us either privately or
publicly and ask for a detailed inspection of an Age in
process so they may perfect it as they Write. The second way is to have a Writer post the Age publicly as
"finished", at which point the Maintainers will dive in

and do the thorough inspection, posting the results on
the Forum for all to see. It is up to the Writer in this
instance, to choose to use this feedback or not.
Mustard Jeep: The simple answer is that we explore it. With the varied hardware on all the different
computers Guild members use some problems get
narrowed down very quickly to either hardware or
software issues. However all of this just boils down to
being observant while exploring, and being logical
figuring out the last few things you did before saying
"Huh that was odd..." in a new Age.
Frisky Badger: Everyone has their own style. Some
people really "attack" an Age while others take their
time and let the mistakes come to them, so to speak.
The one thing we always talked about was stress testing Ages; see how many people could be present before problems really started popping up. Sadly that
isn't possible now, but some day...
Q: Are there any Maintainers who feel as
though real life experiences have helped them
in their duties as a Maintainer?
A: Andy Legate: Oh yes! I lived all around the
world as a kid, and was always being exposed to new
places, people and cultures. When I grew up and
joined the Navy, I again, saw a lot of the world. This
helps in that, when I link into a new Age made by one
of the Writers, I can prepare myself for just about anything (well, almost anything), and not have a "preconceptions" about what an Age should look like, etc. It
helped me have the open mind that I have today.
Frisky Badger: Sure, we've got a couple people
with editing experience that really like to nitpick the
journals. And there are some that have previous beta
testing experience that plays right into inspecting an
Age.
Montgomery: No doubt. I certainly do. In my own
real life I have spent decades polishing my skills as a

storyteller and that is, in essence, what the Writers do,
isn't it? Tell a story, or pieces of one. It doesn't necessarily take a good storyteller to recognize a good story,
but it certainly helps.
Jishin: Certainly, I do. I have a degree in English
and prior experience as a software tester, a 3D modeller, and a helpdesk operative. I put those skills to use
for the Guild all the time, and in many different projects!
Dot: As an editor in real life, I'm used to checking
things out before release/publication, and this to a
highly detailed and painstaking level. I'm dealing with
authors' babies, which can require tact. Whether this
spills over to my dealings with Writers, I'll leave others
to say.
Q: The Maintainers are playing an integral
part in the fan-content resurrection that has
come into being after the cavern closed, what
do you see as the Guild's role in the future?
A: Andy Legate: I can see that in the near future,
Cyan might use us to help inspect Fan Ages in a more
"official" sense. We hope that if Uru Live ever happens again that we can be of service in that area.
Frisky Badger: I think a lot of people forgot about fan
content while MOUL was running. I think by continuing to inspect fan Ages, we're going to help show people that while Cyan does great work, the community is
capable of a lot too. I also think that any future Uru
would need user-content to survive. Hopefully the experience we are getting now will allow us to help with
that integration.
Montgomery: Oh, we'll be running everything. We
already got rid of Cate, scared off Sharper, and have
Watson locked up in one of the lower levels. By the
time the explorers return we'll have the whole thing
sewn up. I mean, do you realize how much power we
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hold? Thumbs up or thumbs down on entire worlds?
It's very heady, this power. We're quite drunk with it.
Q: In a similar vein as the last question,
Cyan has said that GameTap's rights to publishing Uru expire in two years. Where do you
see the Maintainers, and Age writing in general, in six months, a year, or two years?
A: Nynaveve: I would like to hope that Cyan can
open the doors to include some of their canon in our
Ages, at it would certainly help retain interest. Not including any Cyan canon makes it difficult to create
storylines that keep people's interest. I would like to
see the Writers and Maintainers as the source for future content in the Uru storyline.
Mustard Jeep: Age writing in general? Well in two
years the GoW should be as close to having it mastered as it takes for the difference not to be noticeable.
Currently the only two major fields that are lacking
are wet footprints coming out of puddles, and avatar
customizations. With luck the mythic "Cyan Server"
will happen long before that but afterwards the only
barrier left between fan and Cyan ages will be the
quality of story in them. As for the Maintainers I have
always held the hope of more then inspection runs
like they were in MO:UL. I hope in six months, a
year, two years we find out what Cyan hinted to us so
long ago.
Montgomery: Frankly, I think with the levels of
dedication, enthusiasm and talent we've seen, by the
time Cyan regains the right to contribute to their own
game they will have some serious competition.
Q: The Maintainers were among the first of
the Guilds to have a completely open Guild
membership. Have you seen some positive
growth from that policy? And, on the other
hand, have you experienced any problems from
that policy?
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A: Nynaveve:Yes, we have seen positive growth
from this. We saw a huge influx of people at the announcement of the Cavern closure, but we still have a
constant stream of people trickling in on a weekly basis. As far as I am aware, we have had no problems
with the open membership to the Guild.
Andy Legate: I've yet to see a problem with having an open guild. We have a structure in place, and
we're working on "career ladders" for people to climb.
I'm hoping that if Cyan is able to have Uru Live again,
that we'll see even more influx of new people. I can't
see having closed doors at all. Who are we to judge
people in what they want to do?
Frisky Badger: Absolutely. Early on there were
concerns that some kind of programming knowledge
would be required, but that would have prevented a
lot of people from participating. After some discussion, we thought maybe we weren't just supposed to
test Ages, but also teach those that were interested.
Now we've had people join with no previous experience and have a great time inspecting Ages; they do a
great job too. Ultimately, the more people looking at
Ages, the better chance we have of noticing problems.
As far as problems with the policy, not one.
Dot: Being open to all is essential, in part to overcome some of the negative feelings towards guilds felt
by some explorers. Also, we need a wide variety of
skills, puzzle-solving abilities and computer set-ups to
properly test out the ages.
Q: While the membership is open to all, do
you see a certain set of qualities as defining a
"good" Maintainer?
A: Andy Legate: Yes, I do anyway: A "good"
Maintainer, is a person that is willing to help. They are
willing to listen. They are willing to critique someone's
creation, but also give that same person encouragement. They are someone that can step back and look
at a situation and see both sides of the story. To me a

"good" Maintainer is a person that never gives up
hope!
Frisky Badger: You have to be able to have fun.
We're serious about our work, but if you aren't having
fun, what's the point? You also need to be open to
different ideas. This is uncharted territory; there is no
"one" way to do things. Maybe when we've existed for
thousands of years like the first Guild of Maintainers
there will be "the way", but not yet. Interpersonal skills
are also very important. When you are critiquing
something someone else has created, it's real easy for
feelings to get hurt, especially on the forums where
there is no body language or voice inflection. You
really need to make sure you tell someone what they
did well along with things that need work.
Jishin: Um ... well ... I had a pretty big hand in the
guild's Code of Conduct. Yes, there are some qualities
that I think are essential to being a "good" Maintainer,
which are spelled out there. Of those things, the ones I
think are most critical are responsibility and service. A
good Maintainer is respectful, responsible, and serves
the Uru community to the best of his or her ability.
Q: What special challenges did the Maintainers face during their formation that other
Guilds didn't experience? How did you overcome those problems that came up?
A: Nynaveve: I think we expect our members to
be well behaved and respectful of other groups. One
big challenge is that it is difficult to enforce any type of
discipline on the Explorers, as it tends to push them
away. Since we are dealing with people's personal
property here, (the Writer's are very protective of their
creations, and rightly so,) we need to be careful with
what we say and do. At the moment, we haven't had
to enforce any kind of discipline on anyone, but we're
hoping that won't be necessary.
Andy Legate: All the other guilds had something
to fall back on as either a template, or a job. The GoG

was already recognized by Cyan and performing their
job in MOUL. They had their Guild all set up already.
The GoC had already formed also. GoW community
had been around for awhile, and people had been
creating Ages before MOUL. The GoMe wasn't
around, but those people who one would think would
be involved had been: The Cavern Today, The Archiver (Product placement... -Ed.), Relayer Corps., etc.
We, the Maintainers.....about the only thing that existed prior to us that would come close would be those
that Beta Tested for Cyan...and the Explorers themselves every time Cyan came out with a new Age to
explore! We had no template to follow as to HOW to
set up our guild, or what we were suppose to do. We
just had a name to go by, and what ever was written in
the Uru Journals and the Myst Books. That was hard!
But I think in some ways it actually made it easier for
us to set up this guild.
Frisky Badger: When the Guilds were first announced there were a lot of cries of "elitism" when it
was mentioned that the Maintainers might see fan
Ages before they were made available to the public.
With the slow down and eventual shut down of
MOUL, we never had to overcome the problem it just
kind of went away. In the future, if people are still
worried about that, I think we've already done all that
we need to. We have an open membership, anyone
can join and inspect Ages.
Montgomery: MustardJeep talked about the early
days, before the DRC/Cyan gave their support for the
first five "official" guilds, when a few of us tried to
form a Guild of Maintainers on our own initiative.
This was even before Uru switched to episodic content. In those days people were discovering new things
all the time; you never knew when something new
might pop up, so everyone was always in the cavern
with their eyes peeled. We just wanted to formalize
that and find a way to standardize the reporting of it.
It was really shocking to see how passionate some of
the explorers became when they thought we were
"stealing" Cyan canon. It got amazingly heated and
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nasty. Then suddenly we were legit, and all of the detractors went away. Or signed up.
Q: Lastly, the D'ni Maintainers had further
duties beyond the inspection of Ages. Among
those were their role as a form of D'ni "police". In a future fan-run Uru, do you think that
the Maintainers could or should take on this
role?
A: Andy Legate: I think it that would only work in
a "Moderator" or "Reseng" sense. We don't want people to think we are "Deputy Dawg" out to enforce the
law. However, if Cyan were to back us on that, it
would have to be set up as an "elite" group of Maintainers. A group within the guild that are basically interviewed and screened by Cyan. I think if a process
like that was used, then people would be more acceptable to it, knowing that being a Maintainer does
not automatically put a tin badge on your chest. that
instead a "Special" group of Maintainers screen by
Cyan are used for that.
Frisky Badger: This was discussed early on in the
formation of the Guild and no one was very comfortable with the idea. It's not that we couldn't do it, but a
lot of people were already wary of the Guilds and ours
in particular for the reason mentioned above. Even if
Cyan had come out and said, "This is the way it's going to be," there would have been a lot of mistrust. I'm
not sure the community would accept a "police force"
in a fan-run Uru. There isn't anything that makes the
Guild of Maintainers any better than "Joe Explorer".
Without Cyan's backing, it would be a very uncomfortable situation for everyone. Now, when Uru comes
back, if Cyan said that the GoMa was going to be policing the community and they laid out all the rules
and we were able to convince the community that we
wouldn't abuse the power and we had ways to deal
with those that did abuse their power, maybe,
MAYBE we'd be able to begin discussing that situation.
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Montgomery: Only if there is a need and we have
the skill-set to fill it. Several of us did moonlight as security for Subterranean Restorations, but we were invited to do that job. Frankly, I think it's asking for
trouble to assign ourselves any level of authority that
the rest of the community does not agree to. For one,
what would be the point? But, then, what could we do
even if we were given the job? We don't have hands
that work, we can't move or add barriers any more
than you can, and you can just walk right through us if
we try to stop you. It certainly seemed laughable when
the cavern was open ... until that one enthusiastic
young fellow tried to handcuff the hecklers at a Cate
visit, one day ....
Jishin: We've been saying pretty much from Day 1
that we are not "the cops". I agree with Montgomery
in that "policing" is what we do in terms of inspecting
Ages and making sure that fan content is safe, fun,
and following Cyan's rules. It's something we do, not
something we are. I do not see us taking on a literal
"police" role unless Cyan requires that we do it, and
even then, as my fellow guildmasters point out, we
would want the lines delineated very, VERY clearly.
Yet it's impossible to fully divorce the Maintainers
from their "police and military" history. I think that the
guild tends to attract people who are both steadfast
and responsible, and yet risk-takers and pushers-of-theenvelope, because of that particular background. I
think this is a good thing, as it's exactly the right kind
of fit for the duties we've taken on. I could see where
others might request that some of us take on a security
role for IC role-play, similar to what the Guild of Inspectors did for Subterranean Restorations. I think this
would be up to the individual Maintainers involved,
with the emphasis that it would be purely role-play;
there is no actual authority involved.
Guild of Maintainers • www.guildofmaintainers.org
To Protect and Serve the Community, throughout the
Cavern and Ages

Written by Whilyam

Uru 2D and Live Chat: Our
Home away from Home
Three months ago, when we knew the Intermission was coming and that we would be Journeying
back to the Surface for an unknown amount of time,
many of us began to prepare with hope and determination. Many of us had already experienced this
before, as they'd been in Prologue and knew what it
might be like this time around.
So we began to
talk and think about
what might make our
Journey a little easier
and what might give
help, aid and comfort
to each other and to
our fellow explorers.
We knew how much
we all loved the Cavern, what we could not
know in advance was
what each of us might
feel individually after
spending so much
time together and sharing so much over the past year
of MOUL, and even before. We tried to think of
things that we might help us all. Many of us gathered
in the Cavern every day, some in the various hoods,
and many of us in the Beginners Bevin to chat and to
share, and from these sharings came several ideas
that eventually grew into reality.
Some of us thought, "How can we preserve and
the Cavern in a way that we can take with us, snapshots, pictures, sounds even, of the places that have
become so familiar and dear to us all? Can we
somehow bring these memories with us?" There was
a way and one of our fellow explorers, Sophia, began to work to gather images and sounds from all
over the Cavern, the city of Ae'gura, the hoods,
around the Fountain, the Ages, Relto, the pods, Delin and Tsogahl, Minkata, and Er'cana. Sophia and
Murray have been a part of URU since Prologue and

not only did Sophia create URU 2D for us, but they
both also host our chat room on its own site. All of
her work went into a wonderful gift that she made
for us using a special software program that made a
living scrapbook, a 2D tour of the entire collected
worlds of MOUL for us to enjoy and to revisit in our
time on the surface. So URU 2D was born, and we
worked hard to have it ready for the time when the
cavern would be closed for maintenance and all of
us would be journeying on the surface, and would
miss our cavern home,
our Reltos and all the
beautiful and remarkable places we have
come to cherish.
URU 2D was indeed
ready before the closing. We were given
kind, generous and
gracious approval by
Cyan to share this vision with all, and we
began sharing it
among all of our fellow explorers through
the site at http://www.mystonline.info, just as the final
closure came about on April the 9th. Since then,
over 1700 people have had URU 2D to visit and remember, and it gives the visitor the feeling of once
again being in all those well known places. It even
gives the feeling of linking and travelling through
these spaces, even though it is a simple 2D point-andclick world; not unlike the original Myst and RIVEN.
There are are all the sounds and music we remember. It is like a visit home, and helps keep alive our
memories and hopes for the future.
We also wanted to give many people a chance to
chat and visit as we have come to love doing in the
Cavern, in the many hoods and Ages, and so a chat
room was created that would allow this sharing to
continue: URU Live Chat. It joins the other chat
rooms that have existed for MOUL and URU, Cyan
Chat being the first of them all. URU Tapestry chat
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was revived and Guild of Greeters launched their
chat as well. Our chat URU Live Chat at
http://www.mystonline.info has been a great pleasure
to be a part of, and we host it 24 hours a day, and
over the almost two months now since the beginning
of Intermission we have had hundreds of visitors
from all over the world. It is such a treat to be able
to stay in touch and visit Live with our fellow explorers, and to keep up on the news and share in
thoughts and doings. There is a main Fountain chat
area with a lovely background of the Bevin fountain
area, along with on screen chat text so much like on
our KI in the Cavern. It is also possible to share files
and images in the chat up to 5 MB, and also share
PM's as well. There are also other rooms, one for
Special Events that is available to any and all, and
the German Speaking hoods have a room for their
regular Wednesday meetings which is wonderful.
The GoG have a special room as well. Private rooms
with password can be created at any time and will
last as long as they are in use.
You can also download packs of background
screens for the chat that give you locations other than
the default of the fountain, you can have locations
throughout the hoods, the Guild of Greeters Hood
with actual Greeters, K'veer, Delin both winter and
summer, Ae'gura city, Watchers, the Great Tree, the
Ahnonay Cathedral and more. Links for these and
for downloading URU 2D are on the
http://www.mystonoine.info site.
Some of our staff and regular visitors have
brought ideas that have blossomed into live chat
games that we enjoy very much, including Wherrzit
and Whazzit, both of which test our knowledge of all
the lore and Ages of Myst. We also very much enjoy
sharing current news and events concerning our
widespread community in other places and "worlds"
as we keep busy and in touch.
People drop by all times of day and night, and
we continue together on this remarkable journey that
is URU and MOUL, a journey that we certainly
hope will continue to be as wonderful as it has been.
The site that hosts both URU 2D and the chat also
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has a blog section where you can have a free blog
and e-mail, and we have some wonderfully active
blogging going on, with stories and articles and
thoughts about MOUL and the future of the Cavern
being posted every day.
We also can help pass messages on to other explorers who may drop by that you may want to be in
touch with or be seeking to reconnect with. Come by
any time, and download and enjoy URU 2D to see
and hear and remember what we all love about
URU and Myst Online URU Live. Here's to our continued Journey together into the future.
Shorah.
Written By CrisGer

B ULLETINS
Mysterium 2008 Approaches
The 2008 Mysterium committee would like to
once again remind you that Mysterium 2008 will be
held in Boston from July 25th through July 27th. Join
us for three days of Myst and Mayhem (ideally with
heavy emphasis on the "Myst" part!) this summer.
Details regarding travel, registration, and lodging
can be found on our website. We also highly recommend getting your Mysterium 2008 t-shirts, with designs by Daniel "Floydman" Floyd and Claire
"Shoom'lah" Hummel, at our CafePress store as soon
as possible to ensure you have one to wear at the convention. T-shirts will not be sold on-site!

Four Week Guild Forecast
The Guilds are active and working in support of
the community in remarkable ways. We are going
through a challenging transition from being focused
on and active in the Cavern to being a virtual community, and our members are coping very well indeed. Many MOUL sub communities have grown into
strong and mutually supporting extensions and the
Guilds continue to serve wherever and however they
can in a myriad of ways in this hopeful and optimistic
atmosphere of sharing and support.
There is something for everyone in the guilds we
have, and many of them are active and full of life and
activity. Whether you like to play together or alone,
the Guilds still offer much. All the guilds have websites, resources and many have active forums that are
good places to meet and get to know their various activities and members.
We bring you this update to keep you abreast of
what each of the Guilds are doing in the short and
medium term, and will update this every month, with

each new issue of The Archiver. If you have any
Guild related news to share, please email it to
the.archiver00@gmail.com.

Guild of Greeters
Website
Tijara - Founder, Former Grand Master, Secretary
Indy - Grand Master
Ayli - Webmaster / Content Designer
Ja'de, Kurtz1265 - Forum Admin
Tech - Server Admin
The Guild of Greeters is active and supporting
players and explorers through the Guild of Greeters
main site, their forum, chat room and a new World of
Greeters support site for MOUL players and community members in other online worlds, such as Second
Life, There, Guild Wars and more. GOG greeters are
active in greeting and helping on chat rooms including
their own Chat room and also the URU Live Chat at
Mystonline.info.
World of Greeters Multi World Greeting Site:
http://www.worldsofgreeters.com/forums/

Guild of Cartographers
Website
Futographer - Founding Grand Master
Aiden - Grand Master
Nalates - Guild Master
Resources and Maps are available and accessible
on the Guild's technical site. The Guild itself is quiet
at the moment and their main site is on standby status.
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Guild of Messengers
Website
Marten - Grandmaster
Lynnutte - Affiliates Chair
Shimmerillion - Services Chair
Kerryth - Liaisons Chair
Narym - Reporters Chair
The GoMe is working to keep the community in
touch and up to date. They have an effective news
distribution system set up, and MOUL community
members can file stories and information for speedy
delivery. The GoMe also distributes a (semi-)monthly
newsletter and is discussing how to develop a presence in other venues as a measure against community
fracturing.
Currently the GoMe is working on getting the next
"Where R U URU" newsletter out. The Guild is also
working on the interface with Cyan to ensure accuracy
of any significant stories and also to assist in conveying
information and messages from Cyan to the MOUL
community at large.

Guild of Writers
Website • Wiki
Aloys - Councilor of Building
ChaosSong - Councilor of Sound and Vision Tsar
Hoikas - Councilor of Tool Development
Kato - Councilor of Forum Management
Paradox - Councilor of Public Relations
Trylon - Assistant Councilor of Blender Affairs
The development team of the GoW is working on
making features available to the writers. Current development focus on writing tools has been animations,
and water. Writers can now make full realistic water,
and in the very near future, animations can be
achieved.
Also of note is that main Age sharing and distribution tool, ULM is undergoing a complete overhaul (in
cooperation with the Maintainers), adapting it to the
current guild structure, and requirements of writers
and explorers alike.
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In regards to the writing of Ages, GoW have held
their first Rapid Age Development contest recently,
which has yielded very nice results. Especially worthy
to explore is Zephyr Cove, an Age written by a number of the fellow Guild Maintainer friends, which is a
beautiful beach area.
In other Writing news, Ahra Pahts is closing in on
its full (1.0) release, and GoW is currently planning a
new Rapid Development Contest, this time focused
specifically on Ahra Pahts Shells (Relatively small Areas anyone can sign up for, and fill in).
Guild of Writers is currently most in need of Tutorial and Documentation writers, people who are willing to continuously poke the developers for much
needed information, and expand the Wiki with this
information.
Many people are also awaiting the new versions of
both the PyPRP Blender plugin, and the ULM Distribution software. PyPRP 2.0.0 should be finished within
the next month, and Trylon and his team have been
working hard on ULM to get it released once they've
got everything working.
There will be a new "Rapid Age Development
contest focusing on 2.0: Ahra Pahts Shells". The contest is still in the discussion stages, but will most likely
be happening within the next two months. Watch the
forums for more information, sign-up, and general discussion about the contest, Ahra Pahts, PyPRP, and
everything else related to writing Ages.

Guild of Maintainers
Website • Forum
MustardJeep - Guildmaster, Communications Dept
Jishin and Dot - Guildmasters, Creative Dept
Frisky Badger - Guildmaster, Personnel Dept
Montgomery - Guildmaster, Submissions Dept
Andy Legate - Guildmaster, Training Dept
Nynaveve - Webmaster
The Guild is looking at their Code of Conduct,
revising it to reflect the situation that we do not have
access to the cavern at the moment.

The Guild of Maintainers is very active in studying
and preparing for the possibility of Age making and
contribution of player made materials and Ages to the
possible future MOUL. The maintainers are training
in detecting bugs and problems in player made ages
with special training Ages that have been created for
this purpose - Camp Bravo training ages. Andy Legate
is busy updating both Camp Bravo versions, and expanding Zephyr Cove, the GoMa recreational age.
The GoM is active in support and similar training
in other 3D worlds that the MOUL community members have moved to for the duration of the Intermission, including There. In there, the Maintainers have
been active in assisting in the maintenance of areas
and structures including bridges and construction of
an appropriate area for recreation and training based
around the Vanguard village near Tyr Tower Guild
members have set up a branch of Camp Bravo on Tyr
Plateau. They have also established a region in the
Age of Tyr and proposed names for this area include
Eder Devokan. Uru explorers have been generous in
helping, by donating things and effort including Leonardo and PhillippH and ametist. On the nearby hill is
a new Gahreesen including a meeting room for 32
people to gather round There is also a Labyrinth and
other facilities. Nynaveve is making clothes and
PhilippeH has starting making objects inspired by Uru
including a blue ball light that could be used in a light
garden Popular There designers have also been making GoMa things- Dalriada made us a flag and a flutterbug with the GoMa logo originally designed by
Montgomery.
Guild ambassador Stejovis has been appointed by
the GoMa GMs to be an ambassador to the world of
There, in order to facilitate the interaction of the
MOUL community in the There world.
Throughout all these activities and efforts, the
Guild welcomes new members.

collecting what information there is. There is also a
place on the forum for speculative discussions about
the Guild and things such medicinal plants that seem
common to both the cavern and the surface.
There is a temporary home for the Guild of Healers called "Guild of Healer's Groves" in an MMO
called Kaneva. It is public if anyone would like to go.
There are different areas and Ghaelen is there to build
two or three times per week. Anyone is welcome to go
and explore the area. It is a large area so there are a
few desolate places yet. Some sections have turned out
rather nice, and there are hopes to have a gathering
this summer. Ghaelen is there as ghaelen or Ghaelen
D'Lareh.

Guild of Archivists
Website • Archive • Forum
Alahmnat - Grand Master
The Guild of Archivists is currently working to
collect as much information about our time in the
Cavern as possible. While registration on DPWR is
required for participation, membership in the Guild is
not. We are accepting new information from anyone
in the community willing to share it. Photographs and
descriptions of the Ages in Uru are always welcome,
as are chat logs from events of import or interest.
We are currently working on two projects which
require some extra assistance from Cavern-goers: the
Timeline Project, and the Chat Log Project. More information about these projects, as well as other resources for submitting information to the Archive on
DPWR, can be found in the Archive. If you need
help, please post any questions you might have in the
forums.

Guild of Healers
The Guild of Healers is slowly building a forum
and website that will provide information regarding
D'ni healing and the Guild. Since the close of MOUL,
progress is at a minimum; however, we have begun
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